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Introductory Statement
From 1610-1611, William Shakespeare wrote what many scholars consider to be his final
play, The Tempest. For the Performing Arts Division’s Spring 2019 production of this play, I
created the sound design. I have been very involved with the Theatre Department of the
Performing Arts Division during my time at Alfred University and decided to complete my
Honors Thesis as a part of my involvement in my final show at this school. I chose sound design
because its combination of artistic and creative expression and technical execution aligns with
the education and experiences I have pursued at Alfred University.
The story of The Tempest follows Prospero, the deposed duke of Milan who was trapped
on an island with his daughter, Miranda. The island was not completely deserted however, and
Prospero met Ariel, a magical spirit, and Caliban, the son a witch. Using his own magical
powers, he gained control over both of these characters and used Ariel’s magic to further
manipulate his surroundings. When the men who conspired against him many years ago sail past
the island, Prospero saw an opportunity to confront them and ordered Ariel to raise a large storm
(the titular tempest) that stranded them on the island. The men stranded include Antonio,
Prospero’s brother who conspired against him to become the duke, Alonso, the king of Naples
who aided Antonio’s rise to power in exchange for Antonio’s loyalty and a yearly tribute,
Sebastian, Alonso’s brother, and Gonzalo, Prospero’s friend who helped him escape to the
island. These four men (further referred to as “the royals”) journeyed the island, looking for
Alonso’s son, Ferdinand, the prince of Naples. Assuming Ferdinand has drowned, Antonio
reminded Sebastian that he is now next in line for the throne and convinced him to murder
Alonso, allowing Sebastian to rule and freeing Antonio of his yearly tribute. Ariel intervened and
prevented this, but the men still conspire to seize power throughout the rest of the play.
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However, Ferdinand survived the shipwreck. He was brought by Ariel to the center of the
island to Prospero and Miranda. Prospero hoped to arrange a marriage between the two which
would secure a stable future for his daughter. His plan becomes much simpler when the two
almost immediately fall in love with each other. To prevent the relationship from moving too
quickly, Prospero holds Ferdinand prisoner and subjects him to laborious tasks to prove his
integrity. Ferdinand honorably bears these burdens and proves his character to Prospero, who
blesses his engagement to Miranda.
Elsewhere, two courtiers of Alonso, Stephano and Trinculo, roam the island. They
believe they are the only ones who survived the ship wreck and feel entitled to claim ownership
of the island. They meet Caliban while traveling, and Caliban sees them as an opportunity to free
himself from Prospero’s control. Declaring Stephano his god, Caliban joins their group and
convinces Stephano to kill Prospero for control of the island and to wed Miranda. Together, the
three travel deeper into the island to find Prospero but he is alerted to the plot from thanks to
Ariel’s observations. When the three finally reach Prospero’s cell, Ariel conjures fine clothing to
distract the drunks before unleashing a group of spirit-animals to chase them away.
His life no longer in danger, Prospero brings the royals to the center of the island where
he confronts them. He entrances them while deciding if he should seek revenge for their actions
or to forgive them. In the end, he decides to forgive them after showing them the error of their
ways. He then gives up his magic powers as he prepares to return to the real world. He shows
Alonso that Ferdinand is alive and well, and the group rejoices at Ferdinand’s engagement to
Miranda. Finally, Ariel brings forth Stephano, Trinculo, and Caliban, who are chastised for their
behavior and they repent. Prospero then tasks Ariel with restoring the ship and making fair
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weather for the group to travel home before finally granting Ariel his liberty after many years of
service.
This description of the plot of The Tempest represents the edited version the director
created to limit the run time of the show, keep the pace quick for a contemporary audience, and
to keep the show practical for the theatre’s available resources. Lines were cut for all characters
to shorten the run time and remove Elizabethan-era phrases and descriptions that a modern
audience would have difficulty understanding. Two courtiers of Alonso, Francisco and Adrian,
were cut entirely from the show, with their lines being distributed among the remaining royals.
Some segments of the play were removed due to limited time and resources. The most notable
instance of this was the removal of the scene where Ariel summons three goddesses to
metaphorically wed Miranda and Ferdinand before their actual marriage that awaits when they
return to the real world. Creating this scene would have required additional actors, costumes, and
props that the theatre did not have the resources to produce.
My role as the sound designer in the production of this play included providing all of the
sound effects heard on stage that establish place, set the mood, and support the action of the
story. I provided music and sounds effects that played before the show, after the show, and
during intermission. I also was responsible for working with the actors whose characters sang
songs during the play to help them develop the rhythms and melodies. I had to determine speaker
placement for the sounds to be played from and participate in tech rehearsals to create sounds
cues and integrate them into the production as a whole with the rest of the production crew.
The sound designer as a separate member of the production team in theatre is relatively
new. Whereas scenic and costume designers have existed since the advent of theatre and lighting
designers arose with theatre’s transition indoors (especially becoming prominent after the
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adoption of electric lighting), sound designers have only been a distinct part of production for the
last 40-50 years. Prior to that point, on stage sound effects and music (for non-musicals) were
decided by the director and executed by actors, run crew, or the orchestra, if there was any sound
at all. It wasn’t until the end of the twentieth century that the sound designer became a part of the
design team.
The Tempest was created for performance on the proscenium stage of the Miller Theater
of the Miller Performing Arts Center at Alfred University. For the set, the director desired a
minimalist approach to the portrayal of the island, with ties to an oceanic theme. The main
connection to the ocean she wanted was the sense that the island was ever changing. The final set
design of the show was a raked, circular, turntable. The constructed set can be seen in the figure
on the following page. The set could be rotated to any desired position to represent a change in
location, as well as representing Prospero’s manipulation of the physical form of the island. To
rotate the set, the director cast additional actors to portray magic spirits that Ariel/Prospero
conjured. These spirits would manipulate the island and the people on it through scene changes
and direct interaction with the other characters.
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Figure 1: The set of the Tempest; the raked circle could be rotated a full 360 degrees
The sound designer, like all other members of the design crew, must collaborate with the
director to ensure that a unified vision is maintained and presented to an audience. So, the
production crew, the designers, and the director met regularly at production meetings to share
designs and progress made on the creation of the play. Additionally, I met or corresponded with
the director and the other designers individually to discuss more specific aspects of the
production and my sound design, such as meeting with the lighting designer to combine his
lightning effects with my thunder effects for the storm sequence at the beginning of the show.
While the sound design I created was my own work, the process of creating a play is very
collaborative and involved input from other designers and the director to ensure my work would
fit stylistically with the rest of the production.
Between these meetings, I conducted script analysis and research to help determine
which sounds I would create and to ensure they were accurate representations. After finishing
this, I created preliminary sound and cue lists that I referenced while creating my designs. I
created the sounds and determined speaker placement in the theatre. When the rehearsal process
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entered tech rehearsals (the period of rehearsals that utilize full lighting, sound, costumes, etc.), I
programmed cues for the show and trained a sound operator to run the sound system during the
performances. There were three performances, one each day between April 11 and April 13,
2019.
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The Process
There are many stages to creating a sound design. First, I must read and analyze the script
to determine the tone and themes of the play, as well as to figure out what sounds will be needed
where to support the action of the play. I then have to conduct research into the sounds I will be
emulating on stage. Only after this has been completed can I begin to create sounds to be used in
the show.

Script Analysis
The first thing I did as the sound designer of The Tempest was to read the script several
times. The first readthrough was simply to learn the characters and plot of the play. After I was
familiar with the play’s content, I reread the script to determine what sounds would be essential
for the show. These sounds included environmental sounds, sounds to invoke a sense of magic,
and a few specific sound effects at specific points in the play. However, knowing these sounds
needed to exist did not mean I knew what they should sound like. After creating a preliminary
list of necessary sounds, I analyzed the script to determine what these effects should sound like.
For environmental sounds, this analysis helped me determine what specific environments to
create with audio. I also decided on the tone of the magic usage at different points of the script.
Sometimes, the magic was cheerful and airy, even whimsical. Other times, the magic was
frightening and dangerous. Determining this distinction depended on knowing Prospero’s
intentions for using magic. Additionally, analyzing the script helped to determine the purpose
and tone of each song in the play. This script analysis provided a strong foundation for what I
wanted the sound design to be.
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Research
Knowing what kinds of sounds I would need, I then conducted research into these sounds
to ensure accurate representation on stage. This was especially important with the environmental
sounds since they needed to be convincingly created to properly portray the environment of the
scene to the audience. This research consisted of finding videos of the environments I wished to
create. I researched the audio of sea storms, ships at sea, and the sounds of beaches and forests.
A list of the sources of these videos can be found in Appendix A. After conducting this research,
I was better able to recognize what sound effects contributed to a realistic representation of those
environments and what sound effects seemed artificial or inappropriate.
I also conducted musical research to aid in the realization of the songs written into the
script. I conducted research into general music trends of the period the play was set in (the
1890’s as decided by the director). This research only affected one character’s song, Stephano’s.
He was the only character who sang a song that was from the real world. The other singing
characters in the play, Ariel and Caliban, have only ever existed on the island and would not be
affected by the musical styles of the period. I also researched different renditions of the songs
from other productions. Most of these versions did not match the ideas I had for the songs,
mostly due to the pacing and the rhythm. Regardless, the research was helpful for me to more
substantially determine what I wanted the songs to sound like, by first determining what did not
work with the rest of my sound design.
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Shakespeare’s Songs
The Tempest is one of Shakespeare’s most musical plays. The play contains several
songs that are very important to the show. Although a few songs were cut from the script in Act
IV, there are still six songs sung by Ariel, Stephano, and Caliban. For Ariel’s songs, I found
composed versions of the songs for the actor to learn. Since their singing is much less formal,
Stephano’s and Caliban’s songs were workshopped more with the director and the actors. I
recorded myself singing how I wanted to the songs to sound as a starting point for the actors to
learn and introduce their character choices into the songs. The actors and the director continued
to develop the songs from this starting point, with my input, to create the final versions of each
song.
Ariel’s first two songs occur when he is introducing Ferdinand to Prospero, Miranda, and
the audience. The first song, “Come Unto These Yellow Sands,” is used to lure Ferdinand deeper
into the island and to sow the seeds of his love for Miranda. It is alluring but contains a certain
gentleness to it that foreshadows Prospero’s and Miranda’s future affection for Ferdinand. The
second song, sung shortly after the first, is less kind. “Full Fathom Five” is about Ferdinand’s
father, who he fears drowned in the storm. This song serves to cement that belief and convince
Ferdinand that his father is gone. Although Ariel and Prospero know that Alonso is alive, this
false belief will help to keep Ferdinand at the center of the island with Miranda since he will
have no desire to search the island for his father. This song is much more downcast and serious.
The third song Ariel sings is only a few lines and is used to wake Gonzalo before
Antonio and Sebastian can carry out their plan to kill Alonso. Being only a few lines and
incredibly urgent, I decided this song would be better spoken to a rhythm rather than sung. The
words are being used to very directly influence other characters, like casting a spell. I recorded
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myself speaking with the desired rhythm for the actor to imitate. Ariel’s final song occurs at the
very end of the play, when he is about to receive his freedom after many years of servitude.
“Where the Bee Sucks” is a joyful, celebratory song. It is fast paced and whimsical, sung when
someone is so happy that they cannot help but to sing. For Ariel’s three main songs, I found
sheet music composed by Musescore user 3arn0wl that was shared online at
https://musescore.com/user/144381/scores/163177 under the Creative Common Attribute
License. The compositions matched the tone and pacing I envisioned for all three songs. The
sheet music for these three songs and the lyrics for the fourth can be found in Appendix B.
In the scene that Stephano, Trinculo, and Caliban band together to make their way
through the island, Stephano and Caliban each sing a song. Stephano enters the scene singing a
sea shanty to himself. “The Master, the Swabber, the Boatswain, and I” is an irreverent song
about a woman that Stephano (or the original creator of the song) encountered while at shore. It
has a simple rhythm that can be overexaggerated for comedic or dramatic effect. Over half of the
song makes up a limerick, so that is where I started for determining the rhythm. I then expanded
the rhythm to the remaining lines of the song as appropriate to their syllable count. I intended to
mimic the sound of a bar song. Caliban’s song, “Farewell Master,” at the end of the scene is used
to show his joy at “freeing” himself from Prospero by accepting Stephano as his new master. I
also decided to use the song to mark Caliban as a rising villain in the play. Prior to his
declaration of freedom, he is a servant to Prospero, fearful of his magic powers. Caliban’s
singing is upbeat but also low and following a very steady rhythm. The lyrics to these two songs
can also be found in Appendix B.
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Creating the Sounds
Having completed my research and script analysis, I determined what sounds I wanted to
create. I created a list of sounds, which can be found on the following page. Each of the sounds
fits into one of four categories: Environmental noises, Specialty sounds, Magic sounds, and NonOriginal Music.
Purpose

Components

Storm(Tempest)
Waves
Wind
Thunder
Creaking/Cracking wood
Rain
Magic
Music
Buzz-Danger
Buzz-Tension
Buzz-Danger Slow
Buzz-Buildup
Environment-Jungle
Wind
Bugs
Birds
Environment-Beach
Seagulls
Waves
Wind
Loons
Smaller Island Storm
Rain
Wind
Thunder
Miscellaneous
Hunting Horn
Heartbeat
Non-Original Music
Aquatic Dance
Islands of the Orient
Fields of Coral
What Dreams are Made Of

Table 1: Sound List
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Environmental Sounds
For the Environmental Sounds, I determined that there were four main environments that
the show takes place in: the Tempest, the Jungle Environment, the Beach Environment, and the
Rain Environment. For most of the sounds for these environmental soundscapes, I recorded
audio from videos under fair use or found publicly licensed sound files online. I then took those
recordings and edited them using the audio editing software Audacity to get the exact sound I
wanted.
The Tempest soundscape was created for the first scene where the titular storm takes
place. The soundscape included Wind, Rain, Waves, Thunder, and the Creaking and Cracking of
wood. The Wind sound file was sourced from a website of free-to-use sound. I edited it slightly
to fit the sound of wind at sea. The Rain, Waves, and Thunder sound files were isolated from
videos of ocean storms under fair use. In order to have the greatest amount of control of the
audio, these three components were separated into individual sound files. In total, two Wave and
twelve Thunder sound files were created. Lastly, I recorded the Creaking and Cracking sound
effects from videos of wood splitting. I slowed them down and adjusted their pitch to have the
lower creaking sound of large wooden planks on a ship rather than the higher pitched snapping
of small individual pieces of wood.
The Jungle Environment would be the soundscape for scenes that occurred near
Prospero’s cell. This is the deepest part of the island, but also the least threatening. I envisioned
this part of the area as being heavily forested, so there would be Birds, Bugs, and light Wind
audible. For the Birds and Bugs audio files, I isolated the audio of the birdsong and the buzzing
of the insects from longer audio selections of forest noises. I then edited them for the desired
pitch and tempo. The Wind sound was the same as the one used for the Tempest soundscape.
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The Beach Environment was designed for scenes that took place on or near the island’s
shore. The sounds created for this included Waves, Wind, Seagulls, and Loons. Again, the Wind
sound file was reused from the Tempest environment, as well as one of the two Wave sounds.
The Seagull and Loon noises were recorded from videos of their respective animals. For the
Loon sounds, I then slowed down the audio and pitched them down to sound less distinctly like
loon calls and to make them sound a little more unsettling. In addition to establishing location,
these sounds help to set a threatening mood, since the island is not safe for the royals.
The Magic
The Magic sounds were created to add an additional layer of sound to the environment
whenever magic was used on stage, such as when Prospero or Ariel were on stage using their
magic or during the magical scene transitions where the spirits were manipulating the shape of
the island. I created all of the Magic sounds, either through composition or direct recording.
The main component of the Magic sounds was the Magic Music I composed. The music
included three instruments: a Harp, a Flute, and a Violoncello. The Flute and Violoncello play
melodies during separate sections of the music, before playing simultaneously at the end. The
Harp provides a low undertone for the entirety of the song. I intended the music to be bittersweet
in the sense that the spirits were free to use magic and were not bound by the physical laws of the
island, but there is an element of sadness to their work because they were trapped under the
control of Prospero. Similarly, Prospero had great power from his magic but was trapped on the
island. So, the use of magic was often whimsical, but underlined by a longing to be free. I
composed the Magic Music using program Musescore. The program includes a synthesizer,
which also allowed me to record the instruments playing the song. After I had created this sound
file, I edited my composition by slowing it down and shifting the entire song into a lower
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pitched, diminished key. The intention of this was to create a version of the song where the
sadness was much more prominent rather than in the background. I called this version the Magic
Music-Slow and recorded it in a similar way. The sheet music I created for these two songs can
be found in Appendix C.
The other magical sounds were created for when the presence of magic in the show was
much more tense and dangerous, such as when Ariel appears to the royals as a Harpy and
condemns them for betraying Prospero. In these situations, the magic loses its whimsical nature
and takes on a serious, even threatening quality. For these, I wanted to create sounds that started
low and quiet so that initially they would be obscured by other sounds on stage until the built to
be louder and more dangerous sounding. Then, due to the impermanence of the magic, the audio
would suddenly drop off before starting to build up again. This was also chosen to mimic the
rhythmic nature of waves, loosely tying the magic (which metaphysically traps everyone on the
island) to the ocean (the real life physical barrier). To create these sounds, I recorded myself
playing a variety of chords on my guitar. I slowed down those recordings and played them
backwards. This created a series of low pitched, slowly rising vibrational buzzing sounds. Based
on each individual sound, I selected them for the different purposes, creating four Magic-Buildup
sounds, a Magic-Danger and a Magic-Danger (Slow) sound, and a Magic-Tension sound to be
used throughout the show.
Specialty Sounds
There were two sounds created that were not related to magic and did not fit into an
environmental sound since their purpose was single use and very specific. These were the
Hunting Horn and the Heartbeat sound effects. The Hunting Horn sound effect was created for
the end of Act IV when Prospero unleashes a group of spirit-hounds on Stephano, Trinculo, and
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Caliban, who had been plotting to kill him. The Hunting Horn marks the start of the attack.
Including it helped to emphasize that Prospero views his manipulation of the other characters
more as a game (other instances of this are when he discusses “prizes” and “winning” in regards
to accomplishing his goals). It was isolated from an instructional video on the different kinds of
horn calls used in the sport of English fox hunting.
The Heartbeat sound effect was created for Act II when Antonio and Sebastian are
plotting to kill Alonso so Sebastian can become king. Their attempt on his life is the closest any
character comes to dying in the play (even during the storm, everyone was kept safe by Ariel at
Prospero’s command). I decided to include the Heartbeat sound effect during this part of the
show to remind the audience of the characters’ mortality and to emphasize the danger Alonso
and Gonzalo, building tension. This sound is intended to only be heard by the audience, not any
characters. The sound effect was recorded from a longer heartbeat sound effect available online.
Non-Original Music
For Intermission, Curtain Call, and Post Show, I decided to incorporate additional music
into the soundscape. For Intermission and Post Show, I selected three songs from Vangelis’
album, Oceanic. Through the use of reverb and repeating cycles of growing and diminishing
audio, the songs possess a wave-like quality. The songs chosen for Intermission, “Aquatic
Dance” and “Islands of the Orient,” contained a certain tension to them which helped to maintain
the importance of the dangers presented in the first half of the show going into the second half.
“Aquatic Dance” contains dramatic, low pitched vocals throughout the song. “Islands of the
Orient” utilizes low pitched sounds from a stringed instrument (the likes of which I’ve used to
mark tense and dangerous moments elsewhere in the sound design as well as to accentuate the
Magic Music) and escalates in volume and intensity as the song progresses. The song chosen for
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Post Show, “Fields of Coral,” did not have these dramatic or tense elements, which was
appropriate now that the show was over and the characters had reached a happy ending.
Additionally, the song remained fairly constant in rhythm, pitch, and intensity, creating a sense
of stability that did not exist at the start of the play.
For the Curtain Call music, I wanted to choose a song that was significantly different
from any other sounds heard in the show to help break audience immersion. I also wanted this
song to still have a thematic connection to the play. In the end, I chose “What Dreams Are Made
Of” by Hilary Duff. The song connects to Prospero’s famous speech starting with the line, “We
are such stuff as dreams are made on,” but is very stylistically different from the rest of the show.
The song does not use any instruments to create a melody, only a bass line. The singing creates
the melody and was subjected to audio effects that give the song a much more modern feel than
the other music in the show. Additionally, it is the only composed music that is accompanied by
song lyrics and the only singing intended to have a feminine sounding voice.
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Speaker Selection
In addition to choosing what sounds will be played back during a show, sound design
also requires choosing where those sounds come from. Some sound effects are more effective
coming from a specific place on stage or in the theatre, whereas other sounds (such as
environmental sounds) function best surrounding the audience. In the theatre, there are a series of
speakers installed above and below the proscenium opening. Above the proscenium opening,
three speaker clusters are installed: JBLAM4212/64 for the center cluster and JBLAM4215/95
for the right and left clusters. Beneath the apron of the stage, Tannoy CMS501 DC PI front fill
speakers are installed.
These speakers were sufficient for playing sounds that were intended to originate from
the stage, but using only these speakers would create a barrier between the audience and the
source of the sounds, hindering immersion. So, I requested that two additional Radian RPX –
108XD speakers be added to the back of the house, one on each side. With these additional
speakers, I was now working with a surround sound system and so I could create very immersive
sounds for the audience and play sounds from a very specific location in the theatre.
Additionally, it is important that the actors can hear the sounds playing, especially if the
sounds cue an action on stage (like the Hunting Horn). All of the previously mentioned speakers
were intended to direct sound at the audience, so the stage itself would actually be rather quiet.
So, I set up four onstage monitors at each corner of the stage to ensure the actors could hear
everything. Also, an in-ear monitor was considered for the actor portraying Ariel. Ariel’s three
main songs were composed with accompaniment. While I did not want the accompaniment to be
heard by the audience, I thought it may be helpful to the actor to be able to sing along to it. In the
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end, we planned not to use an in-ear monitor due to concerns about it being visible to audience
and the determination that it would not be necessary for the actor.
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Creating the Design
Having created or acquired all of the sounds necessary for the sound design, it was now
time to put all of these sounds together to create the show. I decided which combination of
environmental, magic, and specialty sounds would be used to create the proper atmosphere for
each part of the show. To accomplish this, I analyzed each scene to determine what kind of
environment would be appropriate, if and how magic is involved in the scenes, and if any of the
special, one-time sounds were required for the scene.

The Final Design
In describing the sound design for The Tempest, any words describing sounds that are
capitalized reference the sound file of the same name described previously in the Creating the
Sounds section.
Preshow
The Preshow sound is anything that plays while the audience arriving before the play
begins. This usually includes some sort of music as well as a Preshow Announcement that is
made just before the show starts. For The Tempest, I decided not to include any music in my
Preshow soundscape. Since the first scene of the show is when the titular storm occurs, affecting
the king of Naples’ ship at sea, I instead opted to create the sounds heard on that ship prior to the
storm’s arrival. Using the Wave and Rain sound files, I emulated the sounds of ocean and a light
storm that would later build into the tempest. I also included the Wooden Creak noises to help
the audience feel as if they were on the large wooden ship at sea.
As the start of the show grew closer, the Harp Intro of the Magic Music would begin
playing faintly, an indication that Ariel is beginning to influence the fate of the yet-to-be-seen
mariners. This would signal the start of the Danger Buildup sounds, which are the sounds of the
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magic being used in a threatening way (this time to raise the storm). As these Buildup sounds
occur and the magic does its work, the sounds of the ocean begin to grow rougher: a brisk Wind
rises and Thunder can be heard in the distance. Immediately before the show begins, the rising
storm fades every so briefly for the prerecorded Preshow Announcement to play. Then, a very
loud Thunder strike accompanies a blackout on stage to signal the start of The Tempest.
Act 1, Scene 1
After the previous Thunder strike, the storm has fully arrived. The Waves crash loudly
against the sides of the ship, which is Creaking louder and more often than before. The Wind is
howling. At several pre-determined points in the scene, a loud clap of Thunder is heard. The
penultimate Thunder clap, occurring when the ship begins to fall apart, is accompanied by a loud
Cracking sound. This sound is reference by lines such as “We split! We split!” before the crew
and passengers of the ship panic completely. After the final lines of the scene are spoken and the
scene ends, one final Thunder clap marks the end of the scene and the storm. The sounds of the
ocean and the ship fade out, leaving behind only light Rain as the scene transition starts. As the
turntable is rotated, Magic-Prospero plays since he is about to be properly revealed to the
audience after standing in darkness on the opposite side of the stage for the duration of the scene.
When that sound effect has concluded, the Harp Intro of the Magic Music begins to play again,
introducing the audience to the island of magic.
Act 1, Scene 2
This scene features the introduction of Prospero, his daughter Miranda, the spirit Ariel
through which Prospero performs much of his magic, the treacherous inhabitant of the island,
Caliban, and Miranda’s soon-to-be husband, Ferdinand. At first, only Prospero and Miranda are
on stage. They are discussing the storm Prospero created as well as how they came to be stranded
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on the island. For this part of the scene, the Harp Intro of the Magic Music and the light Rain
sounds play. The storm is still dying down, so there should still be some rain falling.
Additionally, Prospero is still using magic (through Ariel) to bring the ship, its crew, and its
passengers safely to island, so the sound of that magic being used should continue into the scene
as well.
After a long discussion, Miranda falls asleep and Ariel enters for the first time. His work
being completed, the Rain stops to mark the end of the storm at this part of the island and the
Harp Intro of Magic Music that played while he created the storm and manipulated the mariners
fades out and is replaced with Violoncello part of the Magic Music (Sad). Despite Ariel’s flighty
and upbeat behavior, he is very much a slave who craves his freedom, so a less happy but still
nonthreatening form of the magic sounds played to accompany his first appearance. After this
introductory music finishes, the stage falls silent except for the characters speaking. While
Prospero is talking with Ariel, I interpreted the two as having left the reality of the island to
temporarily exist only in the world of magic, since Miranda is not roused from sleep by their
conversation. However, this world of magic is actually quite empty, which I represented with
silence. The emptiness of magic for Prospero will later contribute to his decision give it up
entirely to return to reality fully.
After Prospero and Ariel are finished talking and Ariel leaves, Prospero returns to the
reality of the island and wakes Miranda. Now that the storm is over, Birds are singing. Prospero
has power over the entire island and has created a safe haven for himself and his daughter at the
center of the island. This “Jungle Environment” (comprised of Birds and chirping Bugs)
represents the safe part of the island Prospero uses to raise Miranda and, later, to foster the
romance between her and Ferdinand. These environmental sounds continue throughout the rest
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of the scene, including Miranda and Ferdinand meeting for the first time. At Ferdinand’s
entrance with Ariel, Ariel sings his first two songs, “Come Unto These Yellow Sands” and “Full
Fathom Five.” At the end of the scene, the environmental sounds fade away for the scene
transition.
Act 2, Scene 1
During the scene transition, the complete version of the Magic Music (Sad) plays. By
Ariel’s admission in the previous scene, he has driven the mariners and the royal passengers to
madness during the perceived ship wreck. Believing that Ferdinand, the prince of Naples, died in
the storm, the royals switched from madness to grief (particularly Alonso, the king of Naples).
So the sad version of the Magic Music sets the mood for these characters while reinforcing the
magical influences on their situation. As the transition is completed, this music fades out and the
“Beach Environment” can be heard.
The royals’ journey throughout the play is dominated by Alonso’s search for his son.
Having shipwrecked on the island, they would first search the shore of the island for any
survivors of the wreck. So, the “Beach Environment,” comprised of Waves and Seagulls, is an
appropriate choice to occur during this scene. However, the island is not a safe place for them
like it is for Prospero and Miranda. So, I added in the Loon sound effects to add an element of
unnaturalness to the island. Even though loons are naturally occurring animals, they live near
freshwater so the pitched down, slowed down calls heard would seem very out of place on a
seemingly deserted island.
Later in the scene, Ariel arrives and puts all of the royals to sleep except for Antonio and
Sebastian. As he does so, the Harp Intro of the Magic Music returns to lull the characters softly
into sleep. This music fades as Ariel exits and is replaced with the sound of a Heartbeat and the
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Magic-Slow Danger slowly growing in volume as Antonio and Sebastian plot to kill Alonso and
Gonzalo. This part of the play presents the most danger to any character and is by far the closest
any character comes to dying. Even during the storm, Ariel was tasked to keep everybody safe,
but in this scene Antonio and Sebastian are moments away from killing Alonso when Ariel
intervenes. During this sequence, the Heartbeat serves to remind the audience of the characters
mortality (which will be important later as Prospero decides whether to seek revenge against or
forgive the royals for deposing him) and the buzzing of Magic-Slow Danger works to unsettle
the audience while also keeping a presence of Ariel on stage. Even though the characters are in
danger, the situation was created by Ariel, meaning Ariel, and by extension Prospero, still has
control over the situation.
When Ariel intervenes with his short song to rouse Gonzalo from sleep. The Heartbeat
and Magic-Slow Danger fade away, leaving only the sounds of Waves as the royals awake.
However, they were not entirely unaware of what happened while they slept, as Gonzalo
references being awakened by a strange humming. The scene ends shortly after and as the
characters exit, the “Beach Environment” fades and a new scene transition begins. In this
transition, the full version of the Magic Music plays. This is the most upbeat of the magic sound
effects, though it is still far from being whimsical. This music helps to set the tone for the
following scene, which features two characters who are almost purely comic relief: Stephano and
Trinculo.
Act 2, Scene 2
After the transition concludes and the Magic Music fades out, a new environmental sound
is heard, “Rain Environment.” This consists of Rain and Thunder sounds, the last remnants of the
tempest from the beginning of the show. This small storm follows Stephano, Trinculo, and
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Caliban throughout the island. They are much less important to Prospero than Ferdinand or the
royals, so Ariel has more freedom to influence them as he chooses. This includes hampering
them with an unending storm that follows them across the island. Throughout the scene, a few
Thunder claps are heard, one of which being loud enough to frighten Trinculo into crawling
under the robe of the foul-smelling Caliban. This scene also contains Stephano’s song, “The
Master, the Swabber, the Boatswain, and I,” and Caliban’s song, “Farewell Master.” The “Rain
Environment” fades at the end of the scene for the transition into the next scene.
Act 3, Scene 1
The transition into this scene contains the Harp Intro and the Beginning Flute from the
Magic Music playing simultaneously. Together, they create a bittersweet music that showcases
Ferdinand’s emotions at the beginning of the scene. A prisoner of Prospero, he is forced to work
in pointless but physically demanding tasks. However, there is a silver lining in that he is able to
regularly see Miranda, with whom he is already deeply in love with.
After the transition is completed, the “Jungle Environment” returns, this time with the
gentle buzzing of insects added to it. Even though Ferdinand does not know it, he is safe with
Prospero, who is only pretending to hate Ferdinand and keep him prisoner to ensure he and
Miranda fall in love and get married. This environmental sound remains throughout the entire
scene, where it fades out the very end for the next scene transition.
Act 3, Scene 2
The transition into this scene features the Harp Intro of the Magic Music and the
Violoncello section of the Magic Music (Sad) playing at the same time. Ariel, and for the most
part magic, has not been present in the last two scenes. However, with this scene, Ariel’s break
comes to an end and he must return to work. Stephano, Trinculo, and Caliban begin plotting to
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kill Prospero, making them much more of an issue than originally thought. So now, Ariel has
even more to take care of before he can finally be free. I included the Harp Intro to signal Ariel’s
return and the Violoncello to add a sense of sadness, even unwillingness, to this return.
Following the transition, the “Rain Environment” returns (this time more aggressive with
Wind added to it), which persists through the whole scene. At Ariel’s entrance, the Harp Intro
and Violoncello music return. The Harp Intro plays throughout the remainder of the scene as
Ariel is consistently manipulating the three other characters to get them to fight amongst each
other and to follow him into the depths of the island. At the end of this scene, all of the sound
fades out and the transition into Intermission begins.
Intermission
The Intermission soundscape consists of two songs, which are the first two sounds not
created or modified by me. Both songs were composed by Vangelis for the album Oceanic:
“Aquatic Dance” and “Islands of the Orient.” They were selected for having an aquatic sound to
them, while still having a sense of building tension. The climax of the play will soon occur and
anything could happen. At the end of Intermission, this music fades out and the next scene
begins almost immediately.
Act 3, Scene 3
This scene follows the royals as their search for Ferdinand gets less and less hopeful.
Still, they would be searching along the beaches, so the “Beach Environment” returns. However,
they have moved on from the part of the beach that was near all of the seagulls, so they are no
longer heard. Shortly into the scene, Prospero enters with some of his magic spirits to both taunt
and confront the royals for the first time since he had been deposed. With his entrance, the Magic
Music (Sad) begins playing; this is not a happy reunion. Prospero keeps himself hidden as the
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spirits present food to the royals. After the spirits disappear, the Magic Music (Sad) fades and the
royals prepare to eat. Before they can though, Ariel appears with a clap of Thunder and
aggressively recites the sins they had committed against Prospero.
While this speech occurs, the “Beach Environment” fades away and the Magic-Tension
sound effect builds. Ariel has pulled the royals out of reality and has them completely within his
power. At Prospero’s command, he could destroy them. But Prospero is not finished with the
royals yet and holds Ariel to merely talking. The Magic-Tension fades towards the end of Ariel’s
speech and, when he is finished, he disappears with another clap of Thunder. The royals return to
reality, regain control of themselves, and the “Beach Environment” sounds return. The remainder
of the scene sounds like this and it fades as the scene concludes.
Act 4, Scene 1
The transition into this scene features the full version of the Music Magic. Once again,
the upcoming scene is more upbeat, as Prospero “releases” Ferdinand and allows him to marry
Miranda. The scene is bittersweet, however, since in marrying Ferdinand, Miranda will be
leaving Prospero behind. So, the Music Magic was selected to introduce the audience to the
scene. Once the transition ends, the Music Magic fades and the “Jungle Environment” is heard
throughout the entire part of the scene with Miranda and Ferdinand.
Shortly after Miranda and Ferdinand exit the stage, Stephano, Trinculo, and Caliban
arrive. The environment shifts at their arrival; it is no longer the safe-haven that Prospero created
for Miranda. The Birds stop singing and instead, a harsh Wind whips up. After falling into mud
and wandering around aimlessly, the trio comes across a large selection of fancy clothes on
display. This is a trap set by Prospero to foil their plot to murder him. Throughout Stephano’s
and Trinculo’s delight at trying on all of the clothing, the Magic-Danger Slow builds as Prospero
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prepares to spring the trap. When the time is right, the Magic-Danger Slow stops immediately
and a Hunting Horn is heard, calling all of Prospero’s spirits to action as they chase Stephano,
Trinculo, and Caliban away from Prospero. In addition to serving as a cue for the actors and a
call to attention for the audience, it also establishes Stephano, Trinculo, and Caliban as
Prospero’s prey. Despite their bold intentions, they never had any control over their situation and
were totally powerless when facing Prospero. Their flight from the spirits ends the scene and the
remaining environmental sounds fade out before the transition into the final scene.
Act 5, Scene 1
The transition into this scene features the full version of the Magic Music. Prospero is
withdrawing into the world of magic one last time so he can decide what to do about the royals
who betrayed him. Following the transition, the stage falls silent, like it had in Act 1, Scene 2.
Prospero has fully left reality again to collect his thoughts. As other characters are brought on
stage by Ariel, they are also brought out of reality to join Prospero. So the stage remains silent.
Eventually, he decides to forgive those who had wronged him and begins the process of giving
up his magic and freeing Ariel. Overjoyed, Ariel sings his final song, “Where the Bee Sucks,”
while retrieving Prospero’s ducal robes. The illusions of the island fade away and everyone sees
the island and each other for what they really are. The island is actually quite barren without
Prospero’s magic to enhance it. For the remainder of the show, I decided to maintain the silence
to represent the emptiness of the island now that the magic is gone and everyone is preparing to
leave. Aside from the short period of silence in Act 1, Scene 2, this is the only intentionally silent
part of the entire show.
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Curtain Call
Following the Epilogue, the actors all come onto the stage for Curtain Call. I decided to
play “What Dreams are Made Of” by Hillary Duff for this. I chose this song for two reasons,
firstly as a reference to Prospero’s earlier line “We are such stuff as dreams are made on.” This is
possibly the most famous line in the play and I wanted to connect to it while the cast and the
audience were celebrating a completed show. Secondly, stylistically and tonally, the song is
incredibly different from anything else in the rest of my sound design. My goal was to create an
immersive soundscape the audience could lose themselves in. So, I wanted to choose Curtain
Call music that would be jarringly different from anything heard in the show to help bring the
audience out of the show and back into reality.
Post Show
After Curtain Call ends and the actors exit the stage, the Post Show music begins. For the
Post Show, I selected another Vangelis song from Oceanic: “Fields of Coral.” This song
maintains the oceanic feelings from the Intermission music, but without the sense of danger in
those songs, which is appropriate now that the play is over and everyone received their happy (or
deserved) ending.
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Cueing the Show
Having determined what sounds would occur during which part of the play, it was now
time to program the show itself. This show creation occurred during the show’s scheduled tech
rehearsals. The first tech rehearsal with sound was on Friday, April 5, 2019. This left less than a
week before the show opened to create all of the cues, set sound levels, and troubleshoot any
issues with the sound system. To prepare for these tech rehearsals, I compiled all of the audio
files for my sounds in one place, prepared a preliminary list of cues I planned to include in the
show, and marked out the location of these cues in my copy of the script
During the tech rehearsals, I built cues and worked through the entire script with the stage
manager to mark their location in the script and rehearse the cues with the actors. We started
with the Preshow sequence and progressed through the entire play. The cues were built in the
program QLab, which allows the user to input sound files and then apply fades, effects, and other
tools to them to consistently playback the desired sound on stage each performance. The
program also allows for groups of sound files to be created, which means a single effect in a later
cue can be used to affect the entire group of sound files. Lastly, the program has mixing
capabilities, so the user can set audio levels for each sound file. Additionally, if the connected
sound system has more than one output, the audio level for each output can be set separately.
This can be used to give a sound effect a sense of direction, coming from one location of the
theatre, or seeming to move from one place to another if a fade is involved.
In all, I created 51 individually called sound cues for the show. The full list of cues,
included their purpose and location can be seen in the tables on the following pages. I used a
numbering system of below 100 for Preshow cues, between 100 and 200 for cues occurring in
the first half of the show (including Intermission), and 200 and above for everything after
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Intermission in the second half of the show. Initially, I numbered consecutive cues by skipping
odd numbers (or in the case of Preshow cues I skipped the even numbers). This kept some room
in the numbering system for additional cues to be added as desired. Cues that are labeled with a
small decimal (97.1 or 97.2 for example) indicate cues that are linked to whole number cue (in
this case cue 97) and automatically follow the whole number cue without having to be called.
Odd number cues after the Preshow and cues with larger decimals (such as 212.5 and 212.75)
were added after the initial cue list was created.
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Cue
Number
95
95.1
97
97.1
97.2

Part of
Show
Preshow

99
100

A1 S1

Purpose
Waves and Rain
Ship Creaking
Storm Builds-Magic
Storm Builds-Wind
Storm Builds-Thunder
Fade Preshow, run Preshow
Announcement
Thunder

100.1

Storm Noises

100.2
102

Ship Creaking
Thunder

104

Thunder

106

Thunder

108

Thunder

108.1
110

Ship Cracking
Thunder

110.1

A1 S2

112
112.5
113
114

A2 S1

Storm fades, Magic rises
Magic Intro for Ariel, Rain
Environment fades away
Jungle Environment returns
Fade Jungle Environment,
Magic scene transition
Fade Magic scene transition,
add Beach Environment

114.1

Seagulls

114.2
116

Loons
Ariel's Magic
Ariel's Magic fades, Danger
and Heartbeat rises
Danger and Heartbeat fades

118
120

Called At
House opens
Auto followed from Cue 95
10 min. before show starts
Auto followed from Cue 97
Auto followed from Cue 97

Page
7
7
7
7
7

House closes
During blackout, after
announcement
Auto followed from Cue
100
Auto followed from Cue
100
As characters enter
After Gonzalo: "Good, yet
remember…"
After Antonio: "We are less
afraid…"
After Gonzalo: "He'll be
hanged yet…"
Auto followed from Cue
108
After characters exit
Auto followed from Cue
110

7
7
7
7
7
9
9
11
11
11
13

Ariel's entrance
Ariel's exit

25
35

After characters exit
When turntable transition
is completed
Auto followed from Cue
114
Auto followed from Cue
114
Ariel's entrance

49

Ariel's exit
Ariel's entrance

65
73

49
49
49
65
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122
124

A2 S2

Fade Beach Environment,
Magic scene transition
Fade Magic scene transition,
add Rain Environment

126

Thunder

126.5

Thunder

127

Thunder
Fade Rain Environment,
Magic scene transition
Fade Magic scene transition,
add Jungle Environment
Fade Jungle Environment,
Magic scene transition
Fade Magic scene transition,
add Rain Environment
Ariel's Magic
Rain Environment fades,
Magic scene transition

128
130

A3 S1

132
134
136

A3 S2

138

Intermission

138.1

140

Characters exit
When turntable transition
is completed
After Trinculo: "This is no
fish…"
After Stephano: "A most
delicate monster…"
After Trinculo: "A drunken
monster…"

75

Characters exit
When turntable transition
is completed

87

Characters exit
When turntable transition
is completed
Ariel's entrance

95

Characters exit
Auto followed from Cue
Intermission Music
138
Scene transition
completed, House lights
Intermission Music fades up
fade up
Table 2: Cue list for first half of the show

77
79
81
87

91

99
101
109
109

109
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Cue
Part of
Number Show
200
202
203
204
206

A3 S3

208
212
212.5

A4 S1

Purpose
Fade Intermission, add Beach
Environment
Prospero Magic
Fade Propsero Magic
Harpy Danger
End Harpy Danger, Thunder
Fade Beach Environment, Magic
scene transition
Fade Magic scene transition, add
Jungle Environment
Add Wind

212.75

Clothing Danger

213

Hunting Horn
Fade Jungle Environment, Magic
scene transition

214
218
220

A5 S1
Curtain
Call
Post
Show

Called At

Page

End of Intermission
Prospero's Entrance
Fairies exit
Ariel's entrance
Ariel's speech ends

109
111
113
113
115

Characters exit
When turntable transition is
completed
Stephano's entrance
After Stephano: "I do begin
to have bloody…"
After Prospero: "Go, charge
my goblins…"
After Prospero: "Follow and
do me service."

117

Curtain Call Music
End of Epilogue
End Curtain Call, add Post Show
Music
After actors exit
Table 3: Cue list for second half of the show

121
135
137
141
141
171
171
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This cue list was fully created in QLab. I created a group for each cue, even if the cue
only involved a single sound file or fade, so that additions to the cue could be made easily if
another sound or effect was desired. In the figures below, the final program of the show can be
seen as it was realized in QLab. For brevity, the groups are collapsed so that only the name of the
group can be seen. For the entire expanded cue list, which shows every sound file, every fade,
and the timing of each of them, see Appendix D.

Figure 2: First half of cues created in QLab (collapsed view)
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Figure 3: Second half of cues created in QLab (collapsed view)
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The Show
There were three performances held between April 11 and April 13, 2019. A sound
technician that I trained was responsible for operating the sound system during the show. The
sound operator worked with the stage manager to activate cues at the proper times. The sound
design was fully functional each night and, based on several members of the audience I have
talked with, it was well received.
There were two complications regarding my sound design during the week of the show,
however. First, the actor portraying Ariel was changed four days before the first performance.
The new actor could not reasonably learn the songs in time and so those three main songs were
not realized on stage. Secondly, on the last day of the show, the stage manager had a personal
emergency and could not call the show that day. Being the sound designer and having worked
closely with the lighting designer, I was most familiar with the cues and their timing. So, I
volunteered to help the director call the show on the last day of the performance. There was a bit
of a learning curve but after a few minutes we were effectively calling the show together and the
final performance ran smoothly after that.
All in all, my sound design came together the way I had envisioned it, despite a few
bumps along the way. The sounds I had created were appropriate for the parts of the show I used
them in and I successfully built them all into cues that were easy enough to run for a first-time
sound operator. My collaboration with the other designers ensured my sound design worked well
with other aspects of the production to help establish location, the feel of the island, and the
shifting moods of the scenes. Based on discussions I had with the actors, the sounds I provided
helped immerse them better in the world of the play which contributed to the depth of their
characters. Likewise, members of the audience I talked with felt the sounds enhanced the show,
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particularly more subtle effects that didn’t draw their attention away from the actors. Finally, the
director of the play was very satisfied with the soundscape I had created and thought that it
matched well with how she had directed the actors.
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Appendix
Appendix A – Sound Research
Note: This list is not exhaustive, nor was all research sourced from YouTube. These locations
were the source of some sounds but most were used only as a reference for my designs.
Environmental Sounds
Jungle
Birds –
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2G8LAiHSCAs&t=219s
Bugs –
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TjM9tZE_bDg&t=238s
Other Forest Sounds –
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1t7g690boao
Beach
Waves at shore –
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qREKP9oijWI&t=1616s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=d9RXd7C0I3M&t=3000s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ut04u6xDfM0&t=2084s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qREKP9oijWI&t=12s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QX4j_zHAlw8&t=4582s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QX4j_zHAlw8&t=4582s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6f0y1Iaorug&t=49s
Birds –
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JYm3FZC4JOk
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5Qrk-T4Pk8w
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Nm4gg6GBBcc&t=46s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lP7K8tf6kT8&t=5s
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4ENNzjy8QjU&t=51s
Storm
Wood cracking and creaking –
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6_rojbkxOHM&t=96s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bEhMuP6seFg
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZY3J3Y_OU0w&t=6001s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1OBOlK1oEXY&t=22s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5dYOuXgQSQI
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FTN3OyEUqLY
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Z2sPIFVYeKM
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Q1DRkfzJQKs
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3b71DkBEr1I
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ufnvlRjsOTI
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=T4s-E4LlUzE&t=70s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9AAA9_n3U7k&t=37s
Waves/Rains/Wind/Thunder –
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6wz5Pyn7Nsc&t=5712s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=G_kc_VR30VI&t=10406s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=htbOkMAwnG8&t=33s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AsD5u6k6dKI&t=38s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=V4wM-VZqRf8&t=6s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cO_IFJaWmhA&t=8s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Bgd17B4IeKo&t=5s
Other Research
Heartbeat –
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HUxS21-cf80&t=56s
Ariel’s Songs –
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0BOAbNSJTi8&t=58s
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VkURV2YcCzY&t=46s
1890’s Music –
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zIXGlQdTDKY
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wsx_uxISjM0
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ccjSC_19dP8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PqvuNb8DevE
Hunting horn calls –
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=k8s9Z8dSki8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=I5QnRYVDa4g&t=9s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=l0deE-ygQ7k
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=X1MJdiwcb4Y
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UwfcNMJBMig
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jwnnc4TFvg4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9WEVfY-UrXw
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rO3ETyuC2g4&t=37s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=S7igso5_MBE
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=w4vDyMTwEEQ
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=soD-YBsB6C8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HuxANPsnFoE
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Appendix B – Sheet Music and Song Lyrics
The three following songs were composed by Musescore user 3arn0wl and were publicly
uploaded to https://musescore.com/user/144381/scores/163177 under the Creative Commons
Attribute License, which allows for the use, reproduction, and alteration of the scores. What
follows below is the original, unaltered sheet music. Before the songs became unviable for the
production due to a sudden cast change, the repetitive lines in each song were planned to be cut
for conciseness and to better represent the songs as Shakespeare had written. The songs begin on
the following page.
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Ariel’s “Come Unto These Yellow Sands” – Sheet Music and Lyrics

47

48

49
Ariel’s “Full Fathom Five” – Sheet Music and Lyrics

50

51

52

53
Ariel’s “Where the Bee Sucks” – Sheet Music and Lyrics
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Ariel’s Song of Awakening – Lyrics
While you here do snoring lie,
Open-eyed conspiracy
His time doth take.
If of life you keep a care,
Shake off slumber and beware.
Awake, awake!

Stephano’s “The Master, the Swabber, the Boatswain, and I” – Lyrics
The master, the swabber, the boatswain, and I,
The gunner and his mate,
Loved Mall, Meg, and Marian, and Margery,
But none of us care for Kate.
For she had a tongue with a tang,
Would cry to a sailor “Go hang!”
She loved not the savor of tar nor of pitch,
Yet a sailor might scratch her where’er she did itch.
Then to sea, boys, and let her go hang!

Caliban’s “Farewell Master” – Lyrics
Farewell, master, farewell, farewell.
No more dams I’ll make for fish,
Nor fetch in firing
At requiring,
Nor scrape trenchering, nor wash dish.
‘Ban, ‘ban, Ca-caliban
Has a new master. Get a new man.
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Appendix C – Magic Music Sheet Music
The two following songs are original compositions of Joshua Benham specifically for use in the
Miller Performing Arts Center’s production of The Tempest. Credited reproduction or alteration
of these songs for educational purposes is permitted.

Magic Music
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Magic Music – Slow
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Appendix D – Expanded QLab Cue List
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64
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Appendix E – List of Included Materials
In addition to the written thesis, other material relevant to the sound design has been included.
This material is listed below:
•

A program from the performances of the show

•

A CD containing an audio recording of a run through of the entire show programmed into
QLab (not timed to match the show; environmental sounds for example were played for
less time than their respective scenes lasted)

•

A USB drive containing:
o A recording of the final performance of The Tempest
▪

Note: Due to technical difficulties, part of Act 2 Scene 1 was not recorded;
this missing part was filled in by a recording made of a previous dress
rehearsal by Alfred University student Jeremy Wilkinson

▪

Following Act 2 Scene 1, each scene was recorded individually, creating a
segmented run of the show where the transitions are mostly cut out of the
recording

o A copy of the QLab show file including the sound files necessary to run it
o A backup copy of the audio files on the CD, divided up by scene
o A digital copy of the thesis

